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***** Print on Demand *****. Coffee-flavored erotica! Taste the bitter roast when a barista brews
alone at closing time and is joined by coffee s physical manifestation. Roll the rich smoothness of
steamed milk along your tongue while spies hide from the enemy and pass the time in tense
pleasure. In this anthology of speculative erotic fiction featuring coffee shops, COFFEE: HOT, editor
Victoria Pond brings together nine authors to explore coffee s connection with the erotic fantastic.
Alcohol and erotica were frequent bedfellows in the 20th century, but now we re well into the 21st!
Imbibing caffeine causes no hazy field of impaired judgement, and coffee shops are places to
stimulate the mind and to socialize with all sorts. This volume contains stories ranging from
Victorian London to a far-flung space station, from the quiet to the action-packed, from two-person
sex to tentacles. (Wondering how there can be coffee shop erotica with tentacles? Read Dark Roast
by Justin Josh to find out.) Readers love curling up in oversized plush chars to read in cafes.
Authors are drawn to working in coffee shops. But what hides...
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Reviews
Basically no phrases to clarify. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Ana bel Zemla k
Completely among the finest pdf I actually have ever read through. it was actually writtern extremely completely and beneficial. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Sa ntos Metz
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